NOMENCLATURE (X, Y, Z)
Missile body coordinate system U, V, W X-, Y-, Z-components of linear velocity vector of missile p, q, r X-, Y-, Z-components of angular velocity vector of missile Derivative of x with respect to time sgn (x) Signum function defined by sgn(x) = +1 if x > 0, sgn(x) = ¡1 if x < 0 sat(x) Saturation function defined by sat(x) = sgn(x) if jxj¸1, otherwise sat(x) = x.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been much research on autopilot designs for missiles with highly nonlinear characteristics using nonlinear control techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Feedback linearization, one of the most well-known nonlinear control approaches, is basically based on the inversion of nominal known functions and requires accurate knowledge of system dynamics. In actual situations, uncertain terms inevitably exist in the missile dynamics since aerodynamic coefficients are obtained through wind-tunnel experiments, and the resulting inversion error causes performance degradation. This, in turn, necessitates compensation for the uncertainties in missile dynamics.
As a result, various robust and adaptive schemes have been proposed to account for this uncertainty model in the feedback linearization approach [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and also applied to autopilot design [5, 6, 8] . However, the existing adaptive techniques for nonlinear systems generally require a linear parameterization of the uncertainties of the plant dynamics. That is, parametric uncertainty is usually required to be expressed linearly in terms of a set of unknown parameters [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] although there are results where the uncertainties enter nonlinearly in the dynamic equation [17] . On the other hand, since an analytic uncertainty model for the missile is hard to obtain, uncertainties are usually assumed to take an intuitive form. Accordingly, the design of adaptive controllers for nonlinear missile systems [8, 18, 19] is not easy to apply compared with those of neural-adaptive controllers [20, 21] . As a solution for this, noting that the nonlinear and adaptive control approaches are relatively well developed for an affine model, we have developed a new modeling approach for missile systems [22] . Since the parametric affine missile model has a linear parametric form, we can easily apply the existing adaptive control technique [23] and design a practical and realistic adaptive controller of missile systems.
We derive here a parametric affine uncertainty model of STT missiles. The uncertainty model can be divided into two parts: the parametric and the nonparametric parts. Each part is compensated by an adaptive feedback linearizing control and a sliding mode control method, respectively. In addition, rigorous analysis shows that the proposed method can make the overall system achieve satisfactory performance even when uncertainties exist in dynamic equations of missiles. Simulation results also demonstrate that our scheme can effectively reduce the influences of uncertainties.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses a parametric affine uncertainty model for adaptive control. In Section III, an adaptive control method against uncertainties in affine missile dynamics is presented, and also the stability of the resulting closed-loop missile system is analyzed. Section IV shows the simulation results for the proposed adaptive control method. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PARAMETRIC AFFINE UNCERTAINTY MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE CONTROL
The adaptive control theory for the nonlinear system is developed for a relatively restrictive class of systems [24, 25] . It usually requires that 1) the uncertainty of the nonlinear plant dynamics is linearly parameterized; 2) the full state is measurable; and 3) the nonlinearities can be canceled by the control input without causing unstable internal dynamics if the parameters are known. For the above requirements, we derive an analytic form of the parametric affine uncertainty model based on parametric affine missile dynamics.
First, as usually done in modeling STT missiles, we make the following assumptions. 
Since we can deal with the pitch dynamics in the same way, we proceed here only with the yaw dynamics 8 > > > > > > < > > > > > > :
where C a is an aerodynamic function obtained from aerodynamic coefficients C y and C n in [11] as
The authors have proposed a function approximation technique for the above C y (M m ,¯, ± r , Á A ) and C a (Á A ,¯), which is based on the combination of local parametric models through curve fitting using the corresponding influence functions [22] . The approximated functions are given bŷ
Here, for each i = 1,:::, N where N is Mach index number, 
where ¢ y := C y ¡Ĉ y and ¢ a := C a ¡Ĉ a are inherent approximation errors. For notational convenience, we introduce new notations wheref
h Ã h . REMARK 1 As further adaptation against # T g Ã g ± causes the resulting controller to be more complicated and as it does not contain the state x, it is included in ¢ x . ¢ h are actually composed of nonparametric terms, causing negligible influence on the performance and arising from fitting errors. These terms are assumed to be smooth and bounded as in Assumptions 5 and 6 in the next section.
Once we choose the control input satisfyinĝ
to make x-dynamics in (9) almost linear, then r-dynamics becomes
This shows that r converges to a steady state value relatively quickly as h v U is physically a very large value. In other words, we can assume as in [22] that _ r can be equated to zero and r is actually a steady state value as
Simplifying further the third row of (9), we can obtain the final form of the missile dynamics as
REMARK 2 The parametric affine model (13) is obtained by using (12) which, in turn, holds for the control input satisfying (10) or the adaptive feedback linearizing control law in the next section, which can be also referred to [22] .
III. ADAPTIVE CONTROL AGAINST UNCERTAINTIES IN AFFINE MISSILE DYNAMICS
In this section, we propose an adaptive control law against uncertainties in a parametric affine missile model. The overall scheme is shown in Fig. 1 .
The design objective of the nonlinear adaptive control law is to make the output of the system described by (13) with uncertainties follow the output of the reference model
where a m , b m > 0 are design parameters for an appropriate reference model and where y c = A yc . Here, we define " = [" y " u ] T where " y = y ¡ y d , " u = u ¡ u d , and u is an output of a compensator given by (17) .
A. Adaptive Control Law
In this subsection, we present an adaptive control law against uncertainties in missile dynamics described by (13) under the following assumptions.
Assumption 5 jÁ A j, ¢ h are differentiable, and (d=dt)jÁ A j, (d=dt)¢ h are bounded.
Assumption 6 # f , # h are constant, and ¢ x , ¢ h are bounded. REMARK 3 Assumption 3 is necessary to obtain the adaptive control law as we need to differentiate the output with respect to time. On the other hand, uncertain parameters and nonparametric uncertainties are assumed to be bounded in Assumption 6 as is usually done in the adaptive control literature.
The adaptive control law is given by ± = ± ad + ± sl + ± nd (15) where ± ad , ± sl , and ± nd are given by (16) and combined with the compensator given by (17) and the parameter adaptation law given by (18)
(18c) 
and ¡ f , ¡ h 2 R 2N£2N ,°x,°h,°p are parameter adaptation gains.
REMARK 4
The inverse of the function in (16a) through (16c) exists for the aerodynamic functions used in this paper. In fact, this property is observed to be valid for aerodynamic data of other missiles as well. Note that ± ad denotes the adaptive feedback linearizing control term with the tracking error compensation, ± sl denotes the sliding mode control term, and ± nd denotes the nonlinear damping term. The nonlinear damping term is necessary since the parameter estimation errors combined with the nonlinear functions can result in peaking phenomenon [24] .
THEOREM 1 (Adaptive Control Law) The missile system described by (13) with the adaptive control law (15) , combined with the compensator (17) and the parameter adaptation law (18) under Assumptions 5 and 6 is stable in the sense that
", " y , and " u converge to zero asymptotically.
PROOF The differentiation of the output gives
where
Then, (14b), (17) , and (19) yield
It can be easily shown that for k d > 0, by Routh's stability criterion, A is stable. Hence, there exists a positive definite matrix P = diag(P 11 , P 22 ) such that Q = ¡(A T P + PA) > 0 holds for a positive definite matrix Q. Now, we choose the Lyapunov function candidate as
Using (18), we have
Here, it can be shown through long calculation for the inequality due to ± nd term that
jP 11 " y j +¯@ĥ @x¯¢ j¢ x j ¢ jP 11 " y j +¯@ĥ @jÁ A j¯¢¯d dt jÁ A j¯¢ jP 11 " y j ¡ jP 11 " y jD + P 11°xD
Thus, V(t) is bounded for all time, and accordingly
T " where q min > 0 is a minimum eigenvalue of Q, " 2 L 2 and " y , " u 2 L 2 . Together with the boundedness of states arising from the bounded output, this means that
This means the uniform continuity of ", " y , and " u . Combining this with the L 2 -property of ", " y , and " u , we can use Barbalat's lemma to conclude that ", " y , and " u converge to zero asymptotically. Also, from the parameter
, and _ D p converge to zero asymptotically.
B. Adaptive Control Law with Deadzone
As parameter estimation errors are not guaranteed to be bounded with only the adaptive control law in the presence of parameter variations and disturbances, we also employed a sliding mode controller in the previous subsection. The switching term, however, is undesirable for practical application as it can cause chattering phenomenon. Accordingly, a saturation function is usually used instead of a switching function. However, the sliding surface, " y = 0, is not exactly guaranteed by just replacing a signum function with a saturation function, and, furthermore,D x ,D h , andD p can always grow with time due to " y 6 = 0. In this subsection, this issue is solved using the adaptive control law with deadzone.
The deadzoned tracking error is defined as " w = " y ¡ d w sat(" y =d w ) where d w is the width of the deadzone and chosen here as a constant. The modified adaptive control law is given by ± = ± ad + ± sl + ± nd (25) where ± ad , ± sl , and ± nd are given by (26) and combined with the compensator given by (17) and the parameter adaptation law given by (27).
Here, we define
The stability and the output tracking performance for the adaptive control law with deadzone are shown in the following theorem.
THEOREM 2 (Adaptive Control Law with Deadzone)
The missile system described by (13) with the adaptive control law (25) , combined with the compensator (17) and the parameter adaptation law (27) under Assumptions 5 and 6 is stable in the sense that
PROOF The same notation as that in the proof of Theorem 1 is employed here. For 0 < k d < 1, A is stable, and we can choose a positive definite matrix P = diag(P 11 , P 22 ) with P 11 = b m P 22 . We choose the Lyapunov function candidate as
When j" y j · d w , it follows that " w = 0. When j" y j > d w , _ " w = _ " y holds using sat(" y =d w ) = sgn(" w ) and " y = " w + d w sgn(" w ). So, we have the time derivative of " d as
(30c) Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have for j" y j > d w
which case V is bounded by a constant using the fact that " y , " u are bounded and# f ,# h ,D x ,D h ,D p are all constants with " w = 0 in the parameter adaptation law. Thus, V(t) is bounded for all time. Accordingly, we have (25)- (27) and (17), would become the same as the one without deadzone, (15)- (18), in Theorem 1. Using a saturation function and deadzone in the adaptive control law, we can guarantee the performance and the stability of the overall system without incurring high frequency inputs.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents the simulation results for the adaptive controller. The performance degradation due to uncertainties and the recovered performance by the adaptive controller are shown through simulations. We employ an adaptive control law given by (25) with the compensator (17) and the parameter adaptation law (27) for yaw and pitch dynamics.
A. Uncertainty Model
We assume that uncertainties exist in C y (M m ,¯, ± r , Á A ) and C z (M m , ®, ± q , Á A ) as
where C yn (M m ,¯, ± r , Á A ) and C zn (M m , ®, ± q , Á A ) are nominal values for the aerodynamic coefficient table; # fy and # fz are uncertain parameters corresponding to # f ; and Á fy and Á fz are variables corresponding to Á f . These terms also cause # hy and # hz , which correspond to # h , to occur in each pitch and yaw channel, respectively. Note that µ 
B. Simulation Environments and Design Parameters
The full six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear equations have been simulated using the aerodynamic look-up tables. We evaluated the performance for tracking square wave commands with the velocity U = 884 m=s. The adaptive controller is employed to each yaw and pitch dynamics. The actual performance of the adaptive controller depends on several design parameters. Here, considering the adaptation speed and the transient tracking error, design parameters in the adaptive control law are chosen, respectively, as follows.
The gain k d of the compensation term k d " y in (26a) and the gains · 1a , 
C. Performance of Adaptive Controller
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the adaptive controller. The performance of a nonadaptive controller and an adaptive controller for uncertainty models 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Here, we can see the influence of the uncertainty model and the performance of an adaptive controller, by which the tracking performance improves with adaptation, especially in terms of rise time and steady state errors. Also, the angular rate response is shown in Fig. 3 , which validates the adaptive control based on the reduced missile model (13) . Since the missile is assumed to be roll-stabilized in Assumption 3, the roll rate is set to zero. We could see that uncertain parameter estimates change with time in such a way that the adaptive control performance becomes satisfactory. It is known in [23] that the convergence of the parameter estimates to the true ones is not essential in obtaining the satisfactory performance of the adaptive control, and accordingly, these results are omitted for brevity. From the results in this section, we can see the validity of the proposed adaptive controller for a parameterized affine missile model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed in this paper an adaptive control method to improve the performance of STT missiles against uncertainties. Due to its peculiar structure, a parametric affine missile model simplifies the analytic derivation of an uncertainty model. The simulation results as well as the stability and performance analysis confirm that the proposed adaptive control can be effectively used to improve the tracking performance in the presence of aerodynamic uncertainties. This is a desirable feature from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. The contribution of this paper is that the proposed adaptive control methods can be easily and practically applied to a full model missile system.
